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Innovator of Social Science: Herbert Simon

Social scientist, Herbert Simon, was awarded the 1978 Nobel prize in economics for the idea of 
bounded rationality, encapsulated in the statement “people don’t optimize, but satisfice” (a 
portmanteau word of ‘satisfy’ and ‘suffice’, created by Simon). 
Despite the early recognition of the importance of this notion, it contravened the rational 
choice maxim at the centre of neoclassical economics. Accepting bounded rationality would 
consequently require a revolution of the epistemological foundation for economics. Unable to 
come to grips with that task, mainstream economists in the 1970s instead rallied around the 
reaffirmation of a full rationality principle, enunciated in the emerging rational expectation 
hypothesis, in the process pushing Simon’s idea out of the mainstream.



Engaged in the early development of computing sciences, Simon, presciently, realized that 
the emerging digital age would create the problem of attention deficit. This was proclaimed 
in the following observation from 1969*:
."...in an information-rich world, the wealth of information means a dearth of something 
else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information consumes. What information consumes is 
rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information 
creates a poverty of attention and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the 
overabundance of information sources that might consume it"
*Herbert Simon: “Designing Organizations for an Information Rich World” (1969) http://zeus.zeit.de/2007/39/simon.pdf

Attention being chained to digital devices: not the direct social 
interaction of old-fashioned table conversation

http://zeus.zeit.de/2007/39/simon.pdf


In the age of digital distractions, Canada’s long-term transformation to a semi-authoritarian 
state is coming to fruition under Harper. But people don’t realize what is going on, because: 
A) we still have elections, although it only means that we can ‘elect’ a new authoritarian party 
leader to control political decisions for the next four years. 
B) Modern propaganda is almost invisible in form. There are no big rallies with marching bands, 
etc. The effects are mainly created by the daily political kabuki and a flood of mostly 
constructed news and photo ops, which count for the pretence of information. These slow, but 
inexorable processes, twist meanings until they conform to the interests of wealth and power.

Another majority vote ‘victory’ creates happy moments for the ‘trained seals’ in 
the parliament: the social cost of attention deficit is an electorates unwillingly 
abetting the deterioration of democracy.



“I am pointing at you. Yes, you! You are attention-challenged, aren’t you. That’s what I was 
counting when I closed down the parliament in order to avoid being thrown out by a vote 
of no confidence. Happily, we have a fine old British word, ‘proroguing’, just to make it sound 
that it is a perfectly normal parliamentarian procedure. 
It’s the old story of bread & circus. Ok, I hear you, but at least circus. Who needs a 
parliament, anyway? I learnt that from Nero. He also taught me that it’s good to be able to 
fiddle a bit. You heard me play Beatles “Revolution”, right? Well, my goal is to have modern 
kids believe that ‘revolution’ means to be good at playing hockey. Like these fellas around me. 
Just wait and see. My spin doctors will take care that. Canadian Revolution. Winning gold in 
hockey. Bingo!”

Vancouver 2010 - after Team Canada won hockey gold, Team 
Harper created the  ultimate Canadian photo op



Prorogation!
No need to pay 
parliament staff. 
It cuts the deficit!

Prorogation!
Then I gets to play more 
golf. Let’s make 
it permanent!

Prorogation!
Only the elite cares...*
Wait a minute. That’s my 
voters

Prorogation!
Canada’s inaction plan!
The spin is spinning and 
spinning!

Canadian House of Kabuki

* Tony Clement http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/ottawa-notebook/prorogation-only-a-blip-on-richter-scale-of-upset-clement-says/article4351349/

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/ottawa-notebook/prorogation-only-a-blip-on-richter-scale-of-upset-clement-says/article4351349/


The tendency of the ‘first-past-the-post’ (FPTP) electoral system is to create majority 
governments that don’t need to compromise. This has always been a challenge for Canadian 
democracy. However, unwritten parliamentary customs and an impartial administration 
previously kept the worst abuses at bay. 
Under Harper, the defect of checks relying on unwritten customs has proven fatal. 
Parliamentary committees are replaced by groups of unaccountable political advisors, the upper 
tier of the administration stuffed with political appointees, budgets are omnibus bills created 
without open debate, prorogation used in a highly abusive way, etc, etc. Moreover, the flaunted 
promise of returning transparency to government proved to be an Orwellian promise: the 
current government is the most secretive in Canadian history. 

Canadian democracy sliding down a slippery slope



The fatal flaw of the FPTP electoral system

The realization is now sinking in that since Canadian democracy has been highly dependent 
upon unwritten rules, there is nothing to stop a majority leader from disregarding them. 
The concentration of power is made possible by an electoral system that allows for 
majority rule to spring from minority voting percentages. Thus, a first step toward 
democratic restoration should be to change the election system to proportional voting. 
The defence of the current system is invariably that a change to proportional voting would 
lead to too many parties and consequently political chaos. Sure, proportional voting leads 
to more parties and groups represented in elected bodies. But why are the below facts 
considered signs of chaos?
• Proportional voting allows smaller parties and, at municipal levels, non-aligned 

community groups to participate in the political process.
• Only votes cast for very small groups do not lead to representation.
• Knowing that one’s vote count spurs higher democratic participation.
• Committees with all parties having a voice remain important for hammering out 

legislation at all levels of government. This contrasts to FPTP, where political leaders and 
their unaccountable political advisors are the main framers of legislation, which then is 
herded through the parliamentary process with only mock debates.

• Political plurality, diversity and decentralized power structures that characterize 
countries using PR makes it harder for lobbyist to subvert the democratic process.



City council in Freiburg, Germany. 
230,000 inhabitants. Mayor, from Greens

On the municipal level, FPTP, combined with the inexplicable ban of parties, creates particularly 
challenging conditions. The system is impervious to change since incumbency means everything. 
Faced with weak individuals, it allows developers to steer planning and development almost at 
will towards their profit maximizing goals. This contrasts with European cities where high 
electoral participation and healthy political diversity spur active governance.

City council in Mississauga. 
720,000 inhabitants.

Hazel McCallion, 92 years. Mayor for 34 years 
and counting. Like kings and queens of old, 
expect her to leave office in a casket.
Overview of 5 municipal elections, 1997 - 2010 
= 54 single FPTP elections. 
Average voter turnout: 25.1%
Mayor tended to win with c.90% of cast votes  
5 cases, councillors won by acclamation  
39 won in utterly uncompetitive contests  
4 no incumbent, competitive in new field  
5 remaining, competitive wt 2 incumbent losing
Elections are seldom fought over policies but 
decided by name recognition of politically 
nondescript candidates.

FPTP versus PR in municipal politics. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hazel_McCallion%22%20%5Co%20%22Hazel%20McCallion


A car free zone in city the centre, common in Europe New subdivision, all with solar panels.

No-car lanes make for relaxed biking and walking. 
In the pictured Freiburg suburb, 70% have no cars.

New subdivision, all with sun panels.New subdivision, all with sun panels.

Public transit, with priority at traffic lights, is 
part of development planning.

Differences in outcomes: Freiburg, Germany



Differences in outcomes: Mississauga

Hazel used to be called queen of sprawl... Now, following the times, she is queen of condos

Mississauga City Council, well-payed jokers 
play the pretence of democracy.

As in most North American suburbs, if you 
don’t have a car, forget about living there.



In North America, politics have been corrupted by an ultra-right and ultra-rich elite, 
which governs unaccountably from the backrooms. Its member pour money left and 
right into political campaigns and organizations that under the false banner of laissez-
faire economics create astro-turf support for the elite’s right to keep their loot, without 
concern for the lack of funds in the public sector, which causes deteriorating trends in 
society’s social, cultural and environmental conditions. 

The face of the modern ultra-right: The Koch Brothers, prominent behind-the-scenes leaders of the 
North American ultra-right (among other things support Canadian right-wing think-tank Fraser Institute).



Wealth begets more wealth, and the debt based economy can only exist if the system is fuelled 
by expansions that can be calculated in money terms. It is well known that industrial products 
often have been wilfully designed to be worn out within a short span of time. In the digital age, 
this is taken to a new level where the main factor is not technology (although this of course 
also might change) but brand name status combined with the appearance of being the latest 
version of a hyped electronic device. Thus, well-functioning products will often, for status 
reasons, be felt obsolete and in need of replacement within a short span of time. This creates 
constant consumption binges that both fuels corporate revenues and the creation of debt, 
since many can only submit to the latest fads by ringing up the sale on the credit card balance.

A new electronic gadget hits the market. Not only consumers go mad, but 
the mass media join in, while ignoring the real news of a world in trouble. 



In Europe the ultra-right is anti-immigrant. In a curious contrast, the Canadian ultra-right is 
pro-immigrant. The explanation is that after Canada allowed manufacturing to be savaged by 
cheap Chinese imports and a high petrodollar, it has become dependent upon not only its 
resource sectors with the tar sand development in a central role, but also on a feverish 
construction boom to keep a gasping economy afloat. The latter requires high housing 
demand, created by 200,000 immigrants pouring into the the country a year.

Consume, consume, is Moses and the Prophets. A new subdivision rises on the outskirts of 
the GTA. Before anything, a Walmart with an oversized parking lot is ready for business



See you next time
Same place, same time 
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